Refunds

The Used Book Exchange is now in the process of refunding money for books that have been sold. In addition, books that have been returned, students are advised to check the list of sold books that will be posted outside of the exchange.

New Two-Year College Opens in Staten Island

A new city-state supported institution of higher education, the Staten Island Community College, has joined the ranks of City, Brooklyn, Queens and Hunter colleges. Walter L. Willig was inaugurated as president of the two-year college, September 17.

Other speakers at the ceremonies included Mayor Robert F. Wagner, Professor Robert B. King, chairman of the Board of Higher Education and the Board of Higher Education. Professor King said that the city-state supported institution would be a partial solution to the problem of overcrowded private and public schools.

The college is a joint cooperative venture of city and state, the city paying one-third of the cost and the state two-thirds. The city will pay $500,000 for the land and buildings, and the state will pay $1,500,000.

Five Curriculums

One week after the inauguration ceremonies the college opened its doors to more than 100 students and fifteen faculty members. It offers the students five curriculums in engineering, mathematics, and liberal arts.

The curricula in electrical and mechanical engineering will prepare students for work in industry.

The demand for post-high school education made the idea of the course a reality. The Borough of Richmond for a quarter of a century has sought such an institution.

Baruch School Board Approves Budget for Fall Semester

By Morton Horwitz

Out of a total of $7,285 available from student activities fees, Student Council at its Friday night meeting adopted a budget of $6,474 for the coming semester. The cuts made matched the same form as it was originally presented to it by Council President Harvey Price.

The traditional greetings to the student body were given by Dean Emanuel Saxe, Dean of Men, and Bette Ruth C. Wright, Central Student Life, Dr. Saxe’s trap of the Student Council and co-curricular activities, and discussed that where it would be this year. He warned the students to be responsible for themselves.

Under the plan the state will bear two-thirds of the cost of maintaining the college and the student pay the other one-third. The present tuition will not pay more than one-third of the total cost. The present tuition is $125.

Joseph B. Cavaerlo

Prof Selected

Physics Head

Professor Mark W. Zemansky has been elected chairman of City College’s Physics Department. It was announced Tuesday by Dr. Buell G. Gallagher, who succeeds Professor Charles A. Coreman, who retired this month after serving on the faculty for fifty-two years.

Dr. Zemansky is a City College alumnus, having graduated from the School in 1921 with a Bachelor of Science degree. He received his doctorate from Columbia University in 1927. In 1929, while still an undergraduate, Dr. Zemansky joined the City College faculty as a fellow and rose through the ranks, receiving a full professorship in 1949.

From 1943-1944 he served on the Manhattan Project which developed the atomic bomb. Dr. Zemansky is an authority in the field of thermalodynamics, and has been on the staff of Columbia’s low-temperature laboratory since 1947. He has published papers and numerous articles in scientific journals.

“No Possible Change In School’s Facilities Till ’60” — Gallagher

City College President Buell G. Gallagher, at a press conference last week that he could not foresee any possible improvements in the physical plant situation at the Baruch School “until 1960.” At that time, he thought, plans would entail the “sale” or “demolition” of the present building.

If the present site of the School was not used for the new building, Dr. Gallagher said the new location of the College would still be “relatively downtown and convenient to rapid transportation so that the many business men who take the School could continue their association with it.”

He said that he did not think the Baruch Building would be moved to Uptown City College’s South Campus.

P & D Reception

Saxe to Welcome Freshmen

President Buell G. Gallagher and Dean Emanuel Saxe will head the receiving line at the semi-annual President’s and Dean’s party to be held in Hansen Hall, Thursday, October 4 from 12:30 to 3.

Admission to the affair is by invitation only. Engraved invitation will present the faculty and freshmen, and to be presented at the seventh floor balcony entrance to Hansen Hall.

Co-chairmen of the Reception Committee, Eleanor Grob and Paul Neuwirth, have announced that following the ceremonies there will be social dancing to the music of Jack Adato and his band. Refreshments will also be served.

Today, Dean Saxe will be presented with an honorary Doctor of Commercial Science degree at Pace College’s centennial Year celebration. The degree will be awarded to Dr. Saxe, President of Pace College.

The purpose of the convocation is to commemorate the school’s fiftieth year of operation.
Chairman Receives Rockefeller Award

Professor Jerome B. Cohen, chairman of the Baruch College Economics Department, has been awarded a Rockefeller Foundation grant to write a book on the economy of Japan. The book will be titled "The Economy of Japan." Professor Cohen graduated from the City College in 1934. He received his Master's Degree from Columbia University in 1935 and his Ph.D. in 1947. The subject of his thesis was "Japan's preparation for World War II.

In Cohen's own words: "The Japanese economy during the Second World War..."}

Discussion Set By Eco Group for Thursday

Thur., Oct. 15, 1958, The Economics Society will host a seminar on "The Role of Labor Unions in the Economic System." The seminar will be held in the City College Library. The seminar is open to the public and is free of charge.

Ed Department Tests Plans

Applications for the field test in English and Mathematics as a preparation for teaching and for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, will be submitted between October 4 and the end of the semester. The test will be held on the New York University campus in the lower freshman class.

Robert F. Wagner, Sr. Attended City in 90's..."The Inner Man Arrives"

The following story comes courtesy of an untitled "The Inner Man Arrives." By Robert F. Wagner, Jr., Roosevelt High School. Robert F. Wagner is an assistant professor of English at the Alkoma University and a member of the City College Alumni Association.

"Phoenix: A Review of the Inner Man Arrives"

"The Inner Man Arrives" is a novel by Robert F. Wagner, Jr., published by the Phoenix Literary Society of The City College, Vol. II. The novel was published in 1956.

"TICKER" Tuesday, October 2

Number of charter members as of the first day of October is up to 70. The new members are in the college's first year.

"Phoenix: A Review of the Inner Man Arrives"

By Wallace S. Nathan

November 19, 1956

The long-awaited publication of Phoenix 1956 has arrived in the hands of students who are interested in what could be done to improve the Japanese economic system after the war. The book was published by the Phoenix Literary Society of The City College, Vol. I.

Robert F. Wagner, Jr., an assistant professor of English at Alkoma University and a member of the City College Alumni Association, has written a story about the Inner Man Arrives. The story was published in the Phoenix Literary Society of The City College, Vol. I.
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"The Inner Man Arrives" is a novel by Robert F. Wagner, Jr., published by the Phoenix Literary Society of The City College, Vol. II. The novel was published in 1956.
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New-Fangled Gadget

We notice where the Dean of Yale University, Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, has approved a "free all-school entertainment" and "the entire enrollment" of the College "must wait until 1960 is indeed displaced." We do not know in detail how pressing the needs of the Baruch School are. We notice where the Dean of Admissions, Miss Alice Smith, took it in a spirit of moderation. It appears that, save some sort of robbery, the Baruch School is not urgent.

A Lack of Spirit

We call attention to the story on page 8 which deals with the "lack of spirit" City College students have been showing in not turning out to support their basketball team at its "real" games. We notice where the Dean of Admissions, Miss Alice Smith, took it in a spirit of moderation. It appears that, save some sort of robbery, the Baruch School is not urgent.
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**The Reader's Digest**

$41,000 CONTEST

Open to All College Students (Faculty, too!)

Nothing to buy—nothing to write...

...and you may find you know more about people than you think!

---

**You Can Win a Cash Award**

**and Scholarship Money for Your College in**

---

**Reader's Digest**

---

**Scholarship Money for Your College in**

---

**You Can Win**

---

$4,000 1st prize plus $100 for the student author...

---

$1,000 2nd prize plus $100 for the student author...

---

Any of Ten $500 cash prizes plus $50 for the student author...

---

Any of 100 $30 prizes plus $10 for the student author...

---

You can write the number of the six top articles in the order of their preference...

---

All entries must be postmarked not later than midnight, October 25, 1956.

---

Open to All College Students

---

Nothing to buy...nothing to write...

---

...and you may find you know more about people than you think!

---

**How well do you know human nature?** Can you tell what subjects interest people most? Here is a chance to test your judgment. The Reader's Digest is offering prizes to the student whose answers come nearest to the top six articles in the Digest's opinion poll of the reading public.

---

**Favorit... City College Students**

---

**NATIONAL'S**

---

**BELL齿轮IANIE**

---

**RESTAURANT**

---

**MODERATE PRICES**

---

**Open till 12 A.M.**

---

100 EAST 23rd ST., N. Y. 14

---

**TAU DELTA PHI**

---

**SMOKER**

---

At our New House at

168 W. 23rd St. (corner 7th Ave.)

8:00 P.M.

Friday, Oct. 5, 1956

**DRINKS, EATS and BUTTYS**

---

**EVERYBODY WELCOME**

---

**THE NEW LOOK**
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CCNY Booters Whip Kings Point, 61; Wostl, Masonovich Each Tally Twice

By Jerry Rosenberg

The City College soccer team got off to a good start Saturday when it played its first game of the season against the United States Merchant Marine Academy. "Old Sol" beam was approved and 150 fans cheered as the Beavers seized the lead in the first fifteen seconds of play, never lost it, and went on to win easily, 6-1. Unassisted, almost immediately, Kings Point, almost flabergasted by the play, soon regained its composure and the first quarter saw some fancy maneuvering by both teams. City, however, had possession of the ball for the remaining part of the first quarter.

The Mariners came out strong in the second quarter. Determined to keep the Beavers on the defensive so they could tie the score, Kings Point hurt the aggression. The Lavender, however, showed its defensive skill, as it allowed the Mariners to get close to the goal line. Completely thwarted, the Kings Pointers kept up the attack until Alvin Jones led Wolf Wostl, playing inside left, and Novak gained possession of the ball and started the counterattack. Forced by the clock to try a pot, Billy Sun, inside right, assisted Novak and the duo combined to score with fifteen seconds remaining in the half.

The Beavers quickly took over in the second half. Wostl, assisted by Bob LeMestre, right-halfback, scored at the 4:12 mark and again at 5:13 assisted by Freddy Bienstock, outside right. In the fourth quarter, Sund scored for the first time at 12:50. Kings Point's only goal of the game was scored, one penalty shot by Jorge Vivas at 13:40 of that quarter. Morris Bienstock of the Lavender scored the final goal of the game, assisted at 19:30 of the fourth quarter.

Appoint Kelly Rifle Instructor

Sergeant First Class Bernard J. Kelly has been appointed rifle coach for the coming season. He replaces SFC Arthur Cariddi who was transferred to another outfit.

Before becoming an instructor, Kelly participated on the rifle teams at Camp Carson, Colorado, and Fort Dix, New Jersey. His experience in marksmanship has included teaching new recruits the use of the M-1 rifle and coaching the basic rifle teams at Camp Carson.

The sergeant was stationed in Korea for sixteen months and recently returned from serving five months in the Canal Zone where he competed on both the baseball and basketball teams.

The new coach, although born in Brooklyn, lives with his family in Roslyn, Long Island, where he starred in football at the local high school.

DesGrey, Athletic Head, Cites "Lack of Spirit"

By Ralph Sebohinsky

Wingate Hall the City College gymnasium which can seat better than 1000 spectators at a basketball game, drew less than 2000 Lavender fans for ten home games last season. This marks the lowest student turnout for basketball games in the College's history.

This information was made public last week by Professor Arthur DesGrey, Faculty-Manager of Athletics. Professor DesGrey pointed out that in the City-Upsala contest, a grand total of 46 Beaver undergraduates, out of approximately 30,000 enrolled in the college, were present in the stands.

Two other hoop tilts drew less than 100 supporters each. In the game against Rutgers, 74 student diehards came to root while only 81 showed their faces in the Lafayette encounter.

These figures should not be confused with the total attendance statistics which include alumni, outsiders, and rooters from the opposing team's school, along with the College's own student body.

"It's very hard to instill spirit into any student body," explained DesGrey trying to find a reason for the student apathy, "especially when its most popular spectator sport, basketball, has a losing team.

The game which drew the largest attendance last season was the City-NYU contest. The game against City's arch foe drew 453 students from both schools, the figure being far below the attendance of previous years. The largest turnout was at the Hunter game when 344 students from both schools came out to cheer their respective schools on. No other game drew more than 200 fans.

Fresenhi Men Win Frosh-Soph Skirmish

IMB Basketball Tourney Commences

The underdog sophomores were able to strike back, however, they won the medicine ball by successfully moving the sphere to their opponent's court.

The third and final event of the tourney saw the freshmen against the medicine ball for the last ten seconds of the victory for the newcomers. It meant that the Frosh sophs had to struggle through an entire week of action.

The Intramural Board has announced that applications are available to students in all classes for the semiannual basketball tourney. The number of games is limited to 32 and all games will be played in the gymnasium on Thursdays, between 12-2.

IMB has also announced that the individual bowling tournament will get under way Friday, October 5. An average of 11 needed to be eligible for the tournament.